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Greetings!

Maine Kayak has started our used kayak sale. Don't miss out on all the great deals! We
have single and tandem touring and expedition touring kayaks for sale.
For Sale: Kayaks, PFD's, Paddles, Splash Tops, Water Shoes & Camping Gear.
The kayaks and gear can be picked up at our New Harbor Base location. Address: 113
Huddle Rd, New Harbor, ME 04554

USED KAYAK SALE

Expedition Touring Single Sea Kayaks
We have Necky Kayaks and Boreal Design
expedition touring single kayaks for $700 each.
Necky Looksha 17 (Single) $700
The Looksha 17 easily accommodates medium to
larger paddlers and all of their gear. And when
stowing gear, you'll find the bow and stern hatches
are the largest hatch openings ever designed by
Necky. High initial stability, excellent glide and
outstanding acceleration ensure that strong
currents, tides or wind chop up to four feet won't
slow you down.

Single Kayaks for Sale

Boreal Design Inukshuk (Single) $700
The Inukshuk, combining elegance and performance, is unquestionably the fastest
kayak in its category. Its long waterline and tapered contour allow the kayak to
accelerate quickly and track beautifully, while the upswept bow provides buoyancy
when paddling in waves. A moderate rocker makes the kayak very agile while
performing a lean turn. This comfortable and spacious kayak features a low profile
offering minimal wind resistance, making the Inukshuk easy to maneuver.
Boreal Design Muktuk (Single) $700
The Muktuk's low profile offers plenty of thigh support, making it ideal for small to
medium-sized paddlers. Its shape generates minimal wind resistance, and the kayak is
highly responsive during turns. A tapered contour adds speed to a craft that is stable,
comfortable and easy to paddle. For closer adjustment, thigh braces may be added as
an option.

Read more about the kayaks for sale...
Expedition Touring Tandem Sea Kayaks
We have Necky Looksha T's for $1200 each.

Necky Looksha T (Tandem) $1200
This tandem is unlike anything on the market. A
modern version of the popular Amaruk, outfitters
and expedition racers will love the sporty new
design with added features. Stable yet roomy, the
Looksha T features two large hatches, rudder,
comfortable seats and more. Designed for longer
trips, the Looksha T is the perfect choice for any
tandem tour.

Tandem Kayaks for Sale

Click Here for More Information...
Touring Single Kayaks
We have Necky Looksha and Perception Sport
day touring single kayaks and for sale ranging in
price from $400 - $600 each.
Necky Looksha 12 (Single) $600
Paddle the Looksha 12 once and you won't want
to paddle anything else. The Looksha 12 is
compact yet it features everything you need for a
longer paddling adventure. The large roomy

Single Touring Kayak for Sale

cockpit combined with a good seating system offers an extremely comfortable ride. The
compact size and excellent maneuverability make the Looksha 12 a fun choice for
coastal exploration and inland touring.
Perception Conduit 13 (Single) $400
Freedom means plenty of room for comfort and performance to go where you want. The
Conduit 13 is a paddler-friendly and unrestrictive kayak with enough stability for
beginners to feel confident on a leisurely cruise, but features speed and tracking loved
by those wanting longer paddles. A great boat for touring lazy rivers or doing some
exploration on smaller lakes.

Click here for more information...
Touring Tandem Kayaks
We have Necky Manitou II's for $700 each. Great
for families and they even have a center child
seat.
Necky Manitou II (Tandem) $700
Necky Manitou II are tandem recreational kayaks
perfectly suited for families that would like to
explore lakes by their house, or a nearby island.
Our most adaptable kayak can accommodate

Tandem Kayaks for Sale

anywhere from one to three paddlers with a unique adjustable rear seat, and an
additional kids jump seat that can be added. Under 15 feet long and 28 inches wide
the boat is very stable and maneuverable for a tandem, and is made even more
maneuverable by a rudder which is controlled from the rear seat.

Click Here for More Information...

MAINE KAYAK - THE WAY PADDLING SHOULD BE
Feel free to contact our friendly office staff for more information about our trips, rentals and
instruction packages with Maine Kayak.
Toll Free * 1.866.Maine Kayak * [USA & CANADA] * 1.866.624.6352
PH 207.677-3455 * Fax 207.948.5193
email: info@mainekayak.com *
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